The adjoint method has already proven its potential to reduce the computational effort for optimizations of turbomachinery components based on flow simulations. However, the transfer of the adjoint-based optimization methods to industrial design problems turns out to pose specific requirements to both the adjoint solver as well as the optimization algorithms which utilize the gradient information. While the construction of the adjoint solver through algorithmic differentiation is described in a parallel publication, we focus here on the robust application of the gradient information in a high-dimensional multi-objective optimization with several constraints including non-differentiated mechanical constraints. We describe the optimization methods, which comprise the use of gradient-enhanced Kriging meta-models, and subsequently apply these to the design optimization of a contra-rotating fan stage. The results show that through the described combination of methods the adjoint method can be used in practical design optimizations of turbomachinery components.
I. Introduction
The aerodynamic design of turbomachinery components relies to a large extent on computational fluid dynamics. Due to the steadily increasing environmental and economical demands and strict safety requirements, design problems can become quite complex. Therefore, optimization techniques which help the designer to explore large design spaces, play an increasingly important role. Typically, optimizations are performed using gradient-free techniques, e.g. evolutionary algorithms, since the deployed flow solvers do not provide gradient information of their output quantities. However, the number of necessary design evaluations increases exponentially with the number of design variables, a phenomenon which is referred to as the curse of dimensionality.
The adjoint method can alleviate the limitation of the design space size by providing gradient information at costs which are independent of the number of design variables. The large number of publications about adjoint flow solvers provides evidence of the interest in this method. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Over the last two decades adjoint-based optimization methods have been successfully used for simple airfoil designs. However, as the limited number of publication shows, the transfer of the adjoint-based optimization methods to industrial design problems turns out to be less straightforward. To improve the applicability of the adjoint method for realistic designs, further efforts are required to improve both the adjoint solvers and the optimization methods.
This publication describes an approach for gradient-enhanced meta-model assisted optimization of turbomachinery, demonstrated on a contra-rotating fan stage with special focus on requirements from test-rig design practice. A parallel paper 7 together with an earlier publication 8 show how reverse mode differentiation play together with elaborate performance optimizations to construct and maintain a consistent and efficient adjoint solver from a simulation code under frequent development. This paper mainly focuses on the efficient utilization of the gradient information. Here, we propose the use of gradient-enhanced meta-modeling and discuss the specific adaptation of this technique.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II we describe the specifics of the optimizations that influenced our choice of methods, followed by a general description of optimizations using gradient-enhanced meta-modeling and the specific implementation considerations. Subsequently we outline the choice of methods for the flow simulation and summarize the development techniques for the discrete adjoint. This is followed by the application of these methods to the design optimization of a contra-rotating fan stage in section III.
II. Method

A. Choice of Methods
For an optimization, two components are needed: A design evaluation process and an optimizer. Both components are typically loosely coupled: The optimizer provides a choice of values for the design variables x to the evaluation process, which calculates the objective and constraint values f . The gradients ∂fi ∂xj are returned for all pairs i, j for which a derivative of f i with respect to x j is computed inside the evaluation process.
Optimization Procedure
Evaluation Process The choice of the optimization method depends on the specifics of optimization problem as well as the evaluation process. The most important topics are in this case:
1. Multiple objectives and constraints from different disciplines 2. Design parameterizations which often include third party software (CAD-Kernels etc.) 3. Objectives or constraints for which no derivative can be computed, either due to the lack of a differentiated tool or non-differentiability 4. Number of design variables of at least 80 per stage 5. Computationally expensive design evaluations (hours of computational time) 6 . Demand for running multiple concurrent evaluations
7. An evaluation process that may fail to provide values or gradients for some of the objectives or constraints at any point of the design space.
8. Non-convex objective functions, with multiple local minima, e.g. caused by complex flow phenomena
The most popular algorithms to exploit gradient information stem from the class of gradient descent methods and are quite effective. However item 3, 7 and 8 are, from our experience, strong arguments against the use of gradient descent methods in this setting. gradient-enhanced Kriging (GEK) allows building a meta-model even when incomplete information is present at sampling points and provides a very flexible model which can adapt to a large range of functions. This flexibility comes for the price of computational effort to build a GEK model. Therefore we apply acceleration techniques to the training procedure as described in a following section.
B. Gradient assisted meta-modeling
Meta-Models
Optimization Procedure
Evaluation Process
Optimization with a gradient-enhanced meta-model
The basic information flow of gradient-enhanced meta-modeling is depicted in Fig. 2 . The optimization procedure triggers the evaluation process for one choice of design variables x and obtains function and gradient values in return. However, the choice of where to evaluate the model is now determined by predictions from the meta-models. These models are built from already sampled values Y s at the locations X s , and the corresponding gradient information ∂Ys ∂Xs where available. Once built, the meta-models can inexpensively be queried for function predictions f at unsampled points x * . Additionally, the meta-models considered here also return an estimated standard deviation of their prediction. This measure is useful for balancing the exploration of regions with missing samples and the exploitation of expected local minima. By optimizing on the meta-model, the optimization procedure obtains a new point which can then be fed into the evaluation process.
The following section will describe how gradient-enhanced Kriging models are constructed and evaluated in this work. For a more thorough description of the DGEK, the reader is referred to the cited publications.
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C. Gradient-enhanced Kriging
In this section, we will first describe the gradient-free Kriging approach and then describe the extension to direct gradient-enhanced Kriging. The Kriging method models an unknown function f (x) as the realization of a random variable Y by fitting a correlation structure of this variable to given observations. The model is constructed based on a set of observations at sample points (x i , f (x i )), i ∈ {1, ..., D}, where
Kriging predictions assume a spatial correlation between the observed samples in order to interpolate the sampled values. This assumption is expressed through the choice of a correlation function which only depends on the weighted distance between two points. Gaussian or cubic spline functions are the most commonly used forms of the spatial correlation function. In this work we use the Gaussian correlation function which is defined as
The parameters of the correlation function θ k , k ∈ {1, ..., N }, the hyper-parameters, are used to adjust the model to the observed data. This procedure is called training and is described later. If we assume the parameters are already determined, the Kriging model can be evaluated as follows. The correlations between all samples are arranged in a covariance matrix Cov i,j = σ 2 Corr(x i , x j ) ∈ R D×D , where σ denotes the standard deviation of the Kriging process. With this matrix the ordinary Kriging predictor y and the variance of the prediction of any point x in the design space can be obtained by
with c i (x) = Cov(x, x i ),
Gradients can already be incorporated in these models, without any change to the formulation, by transforming gradients into artificial new samples and including these in the covariance matrix. This approach is called indirect gradient-enhanced Kriging. We follow a different approach, where the gradient information is directly included in the correlation matrix by introducing new correlation functions. These correlate function values with gradients and gradients with gradients for any pair of sampling locations. These additional correlations are obtained by differentiating the covariance function. The extended covariance matrix then reads
where k, l ∈ {1, ..., D} and n, m ∈ {1, ..., N } and P denotes the total number of observed derivatives. If partial derivatives for each design parameter at all samples are provided then P = D · N and the matrix has the dimension of D(1 + N ) × D(1 + N ). This extended correlation matrix can be used in place of the point-point correlation matrix defined above. Therefore, we do not distinguish between both matrices. With this extended correlation matrix the extended vectors
the GEK predictor y and the GEK uncertainty s of the prediction for any point can still be calculated by equation (2) and (3). This direct gradient-enhanced Kriging (DGEK) approach is superior to the indirect approach in terms of stability and accuracy of the model.
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D. Training
For the training of the hyper-parameters θ k , the reduced maximum-likelihood approach is used, which aims at finding the most likely model which produces the observed samples values and derivatives. This is achieved by minimizing the negative log-likelihood function with respect to the hyper-parameters θ k :
Usually the variation of the data, σ, is computed analytically. However, as this is subject to a large sampling error, we include σ as a hyper-parameter in the likelihood minimization iteration, which has proven to lead to better approximations. To minimize the reduced likelihood, we employ the gradient descent method from the resilient back propagation algorithm, 13 which is a common algorithm in the training of artificial neural networks. The necessary partial derivatives of (5) with respect to θ k are calculated as
To avoid the constraint θ k > 0 in the maximum likelihood optimization and obtain a better scaling of values, we define θ k := e θ k and use unconstrained minimization to find an optimal θ k .
E. Optimization on the Meta-Model
The next point to be evaluated is obtained by optimizing on the meta-model. Obtaining predictions from a trained meta-model is comparatively cheap. While efficiency is not the main concern for the choice of optimization method, other aspects like simplicity and robustness are more important. Stochastic methods have the advantage of producing different predictions, when repeatedly run on the same model, which is advantageous when the evaluation chain fails to deliver function values for a prediction and therefore no model update takes place. Therefore we chose to use evolutionary algorithms to optimize on the metamodel. This optimization has to fulfill two requirements:
• Search regions of optimality for the best solution (exploitation)
• Reduce uncertainty about unsampled regions since they might also contain regions of optimality (exploration)
It can be shown that an optimization, based only on the predicted values y would mainly focus on exploitation and might converge to non-optimal solutions (cf. section 3.2.1 in Forrester et al. 14 ) . This has to be considered by formulating a dedicated objective function for the optimization on the meta-model. For single-objective optimizations Jones et al. 15 suggest the expected improvement criterion: The objective is to maximize the expected value of the improvement over the currently best value.
In the case of multi-objective optimizations, this criterion must be extended, since there is no single best solution but a set of equally optimal solutions called Pareto front. A member, represented by its objective values a = (a (1) , ..., a
.., M , and a (i) > b (i) for some i. Furthermore, members that violate at least one constraint are dominated by members that fulfill all constraints. A solution which is not dominated by any other solution is called Pareto-optimal and the set of Pareto-optimal solutions is called Pareto front.
The gain from a new sample can be calculated as the volume gain by calculating the volume which is enclosed between the Pareto front Y and the new sample x:
If no sample in the Pareto front satisfies this criterion, the difference to a lower limit for the objective is used instead. In order to turn this criterion into a statistical prediction, the expected volume gain, we use mean and variance from a location point in the meta-model to describe a multi-dimensional normal distribution. By Monte-Carlo-Sampling of this distribution we obtain samples around the selected location to calculate statistics of the above formula a . This objective can be minimized in two ways: Either by a prediction y with a lower mean than, or one where the expected value is worse than the current optimum, but with a high predicted variance s 2 . In the second case the high variance means, that the real observation can deviate from the predicted mean and there is a chance that it could undercut the current optimum. The first mechanism will prefer exploitation. The second accounts for exploration of the model, since it will prefer samples in regions with high variance, which is caused by uncertainty over the real values at this point. Imposing a constraint on the variation of a prediction during the optimization on the meta-model allows shifting the balance from exploration to exploitation.
a In order to predict multiple new members from one meta-model, the joint distribution of N models is built
F. Kriging regularization
A main difficulty, especially in gradient-enhanced Kriging, is that the covariance matrix easily becomes ill-conditioned. The condition number can even reach magnitudes where the Cholesky algorithm fails to provide a factorization of the matrix. In gradient.free Kriging this is often caused by highly correlated samples, e.g. sampling points becoming too close. Therefore a strategy that avoids placing sampling points close to already known points would be optimal. However this cannot be assured during the optimization, since sampling points will naturally become clustered in regions of optimality. A well-known solution to this problem is to introduce a Tikhonov regularization -usually by adding a small constant to the main diagonal of the covariance matrix. In gradient-free Kriging an addition to the main diagonal corresponds to the assumption of random noise in the sampled values. This regularization eliminates the interpolation property of the Kriging method: already known points are no longer reproduced, but only approximated. Through larger regularization the model increasingly becomes a regression model. A very small regularization is often beneficial, as simulation results are prone to a small random error since convergence to machine accuracy is never achieved in practice.
It can be observed that gradient-enhanced Kriging tends to produce much larger condition numbers than gradient-free Kriging. The usual regularization with a constant addition to the main diagonal could be applied to gradient-enhanced Kriging but would impair the prediction quality of the function values. For this reason and, since it is the additional gradient information that causes the ill-conditioning, we employ a slightly modified regularization
Cov + Γ where
Two constants are used in this regularization scheme: δ > 0 is the regularization constant for the pointpoint correlations and γ > 0 for the gradient-gradient part of the matrix. Since both Cov and Γ are positive definite matrices this corresponds to a regularization of Cov. Note that the representation accuracy of value information can be adjusted independently (e.g. using experience from gradient-free Kriging) from the gradient representation accuracy. This is a desirable property since we do not use predictions of gradients but only use the gradients to improve the prediction of values between samples.
Other authors propose the selective removal of correlations from the matrix which contribute the least additional information (e.g. pivoted Cholesky decomposition is used by Dalbey 16 ) to improve the Kriging condition number. Since the Kriging meta-model does not require full information on each sampling point, we also propose not to calculate the complete gradient information at all sampling points. In the application section we demonstrate a simple criterion based on the number of evaluated points.
G. Flow simulations
Aerodynamic objectives are evaluated using DLR's turbomachinery flow solver TRACE (for an overview cf. 17, 18 ). The methods used in this work are exemplary for optimization simulations performed with this solver. We calculate the steady state solution to the compressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations in a rotating frame of reference using the ideal gas assumption. Turbulence is modelled by the Wilcox k-ω two equation turbulence model 19 with modifications to correct the stagnation point anomaly 20 and to account for rotational effects. 21 The spatial discretization is based on a hybrid structured/unstructured finite volume approach; although completely structured grids have been used in this work. Convective fluxes are discretized using the MUSCL upwind approach with second-order accuracy and Harten's entropy fix. A van Albada-type limiter is used to prevent oscillations in the vicinity of shocks (for the effect of flux limiters on differentiability cf. 22 ). The wall boundary layer is modelled using wall functions. The solution is obtained by implicit pseudo-time marching. Adjacent blade rows are coupled by Denton's mixing plane 23 approach. Non-reflecting boundary conditions 24 are used to avoid unphysical reflections of waves at inlets, outlets and blade row interfaces. For a validation of the solver with experimental data for a contra-rotating fan cf. Lengyel-Kampmann et al. 25 .
H. Gradient Calculation
We calculate gradients of the aerodynamic objective functions through the discrete adjoint approach.
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For the implementation of the discrete adjoint solver to the existing CFD code we use the reverse mode of algorithmic differentiation (AD). 27 However, an adjoint solver which is built by simply applying reverse-mode AD to the complete primal code leads to infeasibly high resource demands. For this reason, algorithmic differentiation is frequently combined with the more efficient manual differentiation. Many authors use manual differentiation on the top level, e.g. for the time marching scheme and the spatial stencil, and use algorithmic differentiation underneath for flux routines etc. 28, 29, 3 A recent study describes how this technique can be applied to adjoin the flow solver under consideration. 30 The third author originally developed an approximate discrete adjoint through a combination of manual differentiation and finite differencing. 31 However, experience shows that an approach which is driven by manual implementation becomes difficult to maintain. The continuing development on the primal code requires constant effort for updating or adding adjoint models. Since manual adjoining of involved CFD modules is a sophisticated task, there is at least a lag between the availability of a primal simulation model and its adjoint -or primal models which are completely omitted. In case primal models with an existing adjoint are modified, the development lag can lead to inconsistent implementations and therefore wrong derivatives.
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Consequently we decided to use algorithmic differentiation to differentiate the whole code in a black box fashion, which yields a complete and consistent, yet inefficient, adjoint solver and subsequently apply manual performance optimizations through annotations in the primal code 8 . 7 To describe these optimizations we regard the primal flow solver (including post processing) as a function of the mesh coordinates x ∈ R n which delivers the vector of desired objective functions I ∈ R m :
Applying reverse mode differentiation to such a function allows to compute products of the function's Jacobi matrix with a constant vector,Ī ∂f ∂x .
Here, the adjoint seedĪ ∈ R m is usually chosen to be one output quantitȳ
with e j being the j-th unit vector. This is achieved by regarding the program as a chained sequence of primitive mathematical operations ϕ i ∈ {+, −, * , /, sin, cos, exp, ...}, i = 1, .., l. We first calculate the results of all primal operations
Where (v j ) j≺i is the list of variables on which the i-th operation depends. Afterwards we propagate the derivatives backward through the calculations in a reverse sweep:
The summation runs over all i which depend on the result of the j-th operation. From this relation, it can be seen thatv j must be calculated in reverse order. However, we need the values of the primal variables (v j ) j≺i which can only be calculated in forward order. This is typically resolved by storing all operations and intermediate results in the primal sweep in a sequential data structure called tape. Nevertheless, this approach requires enough storage to accomodate this tape. Even though memory can be traded in for run-time through checkpointing, 33 the performance requirements are regarded too large for practical simulations. Therefore performance improvements are necessary. We will briefly repeat the key points here, the techniques are described in detail in the parallel paper. Finding the steady state solution to the RANS equations is expressed by a flow state with a vanishing residual:
The implicit pseudo time marching scheme used here can be written as
Where P is an approximation to the Jacobian matrix of the residual ∂R ∂u u n and the state update ∆u is determined by solving the implicit system of equations
We can regard this as an iterative procedure which produces a new flow state with each iteration
where G comprises the calculation of the residual and advancing the flow state. Note that the extraction of the iteration G and the identification of u as well as accounting for indirect dependence of G on x inside a real solver may be quite involved.
Simply differentiating the whole iteration loop over G by reverse mode AD would require recording all operations and intermediate results which is infeasibly expensive. Assuming the iteration G converges to an attractive fixed point
where
it is sufficient to only record one G iteration on this fixed point and generate an adjoint iteration by repeatedly propagating the adjoint stateū through this tape. A theorem of Christianson 34 states, given that the primal iteration has converged to machine accuracy, the adjoint iteration procedure approaches the same convergence rate as the primal iteration.
About half of the tape size and computational time of the adjoint recurrence can be attributed to the solution of the implicit system of equations. The implicit matrix ∆t −1 + P (u n ) acts as a preconditioner to the primal iteration procedure, which means that the flow solution will not depend on it -only the convergence rate. Provided u n is sufficiently close to fixed point, P (u n ) does not have to be recomputed for the primal solver to converge. Consequently the dependencies of the preconditioner can be ignored during the recording of G. For the present solver, this reduces the memory consumption and run-time of the adjoint solver by a factor of two while leaving the convergence rate and results practically unaffected.
While both methods are quite effective in reducing the tape size, their prerequisite of R(u * ) = 0 is a theoretical one. Convergence to machine accuracy is never reached due to the stopping criteria of the solver and rounding errors. Some more complex simulations even stall at a larger residual due to the occurrence of periodic flow phenomena which cause the flow state only to converge to a limit cycle oscillation. Even when those primal solutions cannot be called converged, it can be observed that the integral quantities of interest converge sufficiently accurate for practical purposes. While for a lot of these cases the adjoint recurrence still converges, there is no guarantee that it will do so. Stabilization of adjoints for oscillating primal solutions is an actively researched topic.
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The third measure for reducing the tape size is based on the observation that for some functions it is cheaper to store the complete Jacobian matrix than to store the computational tape. Obviously this is true for functions with few input and output arguments but which comprise many internal operations. These functions are manually identified, must be free of side effects regarding the state vector and their input and output arguments have to be annotated. Then we can automatically calculate and store their Jacobi matrix while recording of the primal iteration, instead of their usual tape representation.
The code of the flow solver under consideration is developed in the C programming language, however after some modifications 8 the code now also complies to the C++11 standard, which is sustained by automatic testing. This allows us to use reverse mode differentiation through operator overloading (OO) by using dco/c++.
37 For validation purposes we also use the reverse sweep of the full convergence trajectory with checkpointing as well as the tangent forward mode.
III. Application
The application example is taken from a design optimization 38 for a contra-rotating turbofan stage called CRISP 2, which has recently been conducted at DLR. Starting from a test-rig designed and tested in the 1990s, an extensive multidisciplinary optimization has been carried out to explore the potential of contrarotating fan stages under the use of modern design, flow analysis and manufacturing techniques, especially the use of CFRP-compound materials.
39, 40 CRISP 2 is a shrouded fan stage test-rig with two contra-rotating rows, equipped with 10 and 12 blades with 1 meter in diameter at inflow. The final design has been built and is about to be experimentally tested at DLR in the near future.
The original study was conducted using gradient-free meta-modelling in a chain of successive optimizations. In order to use this as a benchmark case for this publication, we take one of the intermediate results from the later design cycles and optimize it using typical design objectives for a counter rotating fan. The baseline design is designed for a freestream velocity around Mach 0.68 with transonic flow (around Mach 1.2) in the relative frame of reference. The stage produces a mass flow rate of 159 kg/s at a total pressure ratio around 1.29. The main objective will be to improve the fan stage's isentropic efficiency η is at the aerodynamic design point (ADP). The ADP is fixed during the optimization by restricting the mass flow rate to a range of 0.5 kg/s and the total pressure ratio to a range of 0.01 around the baseline. A typical trade off in turbomachinery design is that efficiency gains in the ADP reduce the stable operation range. Since the real operation range is hard to predict numerically, we use the stall margin criterion proposed by Cumpsty which relates the operation range to the increase of total pressure ratio towards the surge line. In order to calculate this criterion we calculate a second operating point, the near stall point (NSP), which is defined by a larger back pressure and has a 2.5% lower mass flow rate. A second objective function demands that the total pressure ratio in the NSP should be increased. The NSP is also restricted in its mass flow rate with a tolerance margin of 1 kg/s and a lower bound to the total pressure ratio of 1.34. The operating points and their corresponding restrictions are depicted on the working line of the baseline geometry in Fig. 3 .
ADP
A. Parameterization
The design is parameterized by a parametric CAD model based on 81 engineering parameters, influencing both the blade and the flow path shape. A summary of the used parameters is given in 
B. Mechanical modelling
Mechanical stability is a crucial restriction in design optimizations when the result is to be built and tested. Stability is usually assessed by mechanical calculations based on the FEM method, which are regularly performed using third party tools without a corresponding adjoint solver. Furthermore, some meaningful mechanical constraints, like maximum stresses, are not continuously differentiable. In case the mechanical constraints can be evaluated sufficiently faster than the aerodynamic quantities, gradient-free mechanical constraints can still be regarded together with gradient-based aerodynamic objectives. Each constraint or objective is modelled by its own meta-model and the position and number of observations from which the model is built can differ. Therefore we create models for the mechanical constraints based on much more samples than the aerodynamic objectives. In the described optimization we apply this technique by including static calculations for the maximum von Mises stresses inside the blade. Even if an adjoint to the FEM tool were available, this exact constraint would not be differentiable due to the maximum operator. From a design of experiments containing 800 static FEM simulations we build a Kriging model, which is then used by the optimizer to obtain predictions. The mechanical constraints are then evaluated for newly proposed members together with the aerodynamic objectives and are used to update the mechanical meta-model.
C. Practical training of the Kriging models
An efficient implementation of the gradient-enhanced Kriging model is essential, as the training procedure can otherwise consume the computational saving from the adjoint gradients. The implementation inside the Optimization framework AutoOpti is described by Schmitz; 41 the key points are summarized in the following paragraphs.
The main issue is that the Kriging training incorporates operations on large dense matrices, which have a computational complexity of O(n 3 ). The evaluation of the log-likelihood makes it necessary to determine the inverse of the covariance matrix. The time spent on the inversion can be largely reduced by the use of computational accelerators, more specifically general purpose graphics processing units (GPGPU). Furthermore highly tuned implementation of the log-likelihood and hand coded partial derivatives are used for the optimization.
In principle, the Kriging hyper-parameters have to be re-adjusted with every new infill from a design evaluation. However, often the information from an additional evaluation is in accordance with the current choice of model parameters, which can be easily determined by including the new point and evaluating the likelihood with the current set of hyper-parameters. In this case the training procedure can be skipped, which considerably reduces the total costs for Kriging training throughout the optimization.
The largest training matrix obtained during the optimizations for this paper is approximately 4700×4700 in size. When the meta-models have to be re-trained at this state, the total training time for all models (∼ 12 minutes accelerated by an NVidia Quadro-K6000) is still an order of magnitude smaller than the function and gradient evaluation (∼ 5 hours on an Intel Xeon E5-2650).
D. Design evaluation
The design evaluation is performed by a process chain in which all the values and gradients are calculated. This process chain consists, on a high level, of the following steps:
• Generation of solid surfaces
• Check for geometric constraints
• Generation of 3D meshes (FV and FEM)
• Finite element simulations
• RANS simulations
• RANS post-processing First, the values of the design variables are inserted into a parametric CAD model to create spline surface representations of all solid walls. Subsequently these surfaces are checked if they satisfy a set of geometric properties which are necessary for manufacturing and mechanical robustness. From these surfaces, 3D meshes are generated. This process up to this point is implemented in an in-house tool chain for turbomachinery design, belonging to the optimization suite AutoOpti. For the calculation of the mechanical constraints we use the FEM-Solver CalculiX.
42 CFD Simulations are performed using the Navier-Stokes solver and corresponding postprocessor from DLR's turbomachinery simulation suite TRACE.
18, 43 After the simulations and their post-processing are finished, values for all objective functions and constraints are available.
Derivatives of CFD results are calculated by the adjoint method with the following process:
• Adjoint post-processing
• Adjoint RANS simulations
• Finite differences of surface and mesh generation
• Scalar product of perturbed meshes and adjoint solutions
The generation of solid surfaces and the meshes for simulation usually involves third party tools for which no differentiated counterparts are available. Therefore, we apply small perturbations to one parameter at a time and re-run the whole process up to and including the mesh generation. This produces one perturbed mesh per parameter. These meshes can then be combined with each mesh sensitivity result from the adjoint process by means of a dot product. This can be interpreted as the projection of the mesh sensitivity on a mesh deformation obtained by finite differencing of the pre-process. This is based on the assumption, that the dependence of mesh nodes on the design parameters can be approximated by a linear relation in a certain range and that the choice of step-width is much easier for the pre-process.
E. Gradient Validation
It is crucial for the optimization, that the adjoint gradients are consistent with the primal solver. Experience shows that otherwise the optimization progress is slowed down up to a point where a gradient-free optimization advances faster. Inconsistent gradients also tend to worsen the ill-conditioning of the Kriging correlation matrix. To validate the gradient information, we employ calculations using the forward mode of AD, as this mode is most simple to implement and therefore least error prone. Applying finite differences would be as simple; however the choice of step size is a very cumbersome task when fluid simulations are involved. Nevertheless, finite differences served as a tool for plausibility checks during the implementation of the full forward mode. Since the forward mode validation requires running 81 primal calculations, we (Fig. 4a) shows no visual difference, while in (Fig. 4b) it can be seen that a difference exists, but it is smaller than 6 · 10 −7 . This difference is believed to be due to the stopping criteria of both the adjoint and forward mode differentiated solvers.
An impression how the convergence rate of the adjoint solver, which is itself linked to the primal solver residual by Christianson's theorem, relates to the evolution of the sensitivity value is given in Fig. 5 . 
F. Optimizations
The main purpose of the application part of this paper is to demonstrate that adjoint simulations can be employed for optimizations in a realistic setting. The second aim is to demonstrate, that the gradient information significantly improves the prediction quality of the meta-models and therefore improves the optimization. In order to demonstrate this, three optimizations have been performed:
1. without gradient information 2. with adjoint calculations for all sample points (fully gradient-enhanced)
3. with adjoint calculations for one in ten sample points (partly gradient-enhanced)
While the first and second optimization serves to show the influence of gradient information on the prediction, the third optimization is included to demonstrate the potential of sampling strategies that decide where to calculate gradient information.
All optimizations start by calculating the baseline design, which fulfills all constraints. Afterwards 3 samples around the baseline member are created by randomly varying parameters of the baseline design. Each parameter is selected for variation with a probability of 20%. When selected, the parameter is modified by a normally distributed random offset with a standard deviation of 10% of the parameters variation range. Afterwards the optimization loop is started which comprises the following steps 1. Re-train meta-models based on the available samples if necessary.
2. Perform an optimization on the meta-models and try to find N members with the largest expected volume gain, with zero (or minimal) predicted distance to constraints.
3. Evaluate all objectives and constraints for the predicted members and calculate gradient information if desired.
Include this information in a database of all evaluated samples.
Note that the steps are parallelized, which mean that at any time there are up to N evaluation processes, and steps 1 and 2 are run whenever one evaluation finishes. solver converges satisfactory in both operating points and exhibits the same residual reduction rate as the primal solver.
The key assessment criterion for the prediction quality of a meta-model is the error between the statistical prediction and the evaluation of the simulation model. Figure 7 displays the predictions produced by the meta-models for the objectives in the gradient-free and fully gradient-enhanced optimization. The prediction is displayed as the mean value together with the error bar denoting the confidence interval of the prediction 2 σ on the y axis. The observed simulation is represented on the x axis. With a perfect model both would be identical and would therefore lie on the blue line. The closer a point is to the blue line, the better was the corresponding prediction. However, a good prediction of the variance is equally important, since this influences the choice of sampling through the expected volume gain criterion. It can be seen that the gradientfree optimization (7a and 7c) has points with greater distance to the line of perfect prediction and also more points for which the true value does not lie within the confidence interval of 2 σ. Both criteria are much better met for the gradient based optimization (7b, 7d). Note that for the gradient-free optimization, only every other point is plotted to maintain clarity. The evolution of the meta-models prediction error during Figure 8 : Evolution of the meta-model prediction error over the optimization iterations, comparing gradientfree and gradient-enhanced optimization the course of both optimizations is depicted in figure 8 . For both objectives one can see the prediction error without gradients (red curve) and the gradient based optimization (blue curve). The prediction error is an order of magnitude smaller for the gradient-enhanced optimization, directly at the start, while the gradient-free optimization reaches this accuracy only after roughly 150 evaluations. Note that both plots ( Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b ) start after the initial design of experiments which included 3 members in both cases. It seems as the amount of information from 3 adjoint evaluations is sufficient to reduce the prediction error as much as 150 primal evaluations. Note that the prediction error does not sink much further. This may be interpreted as a (local) saturation of the model -additional information does not reduce the prediction error any more. It would be inefficient to spend time on further adjoint calculations in the vicinity of such points. However it might be beneficial to add further gradient information at later optimization stages, as the correlation of new points with the initial samples might be reduced. Figure 9 shows the results from the gradient-free and the full gradient optimization in objective function space. Since the optimizer is formulated as a minimizer the objectives are negated and the target of the objective is towards the lower left corner. Each dot represents one design evaluation; red dots show an evaluation which violates at least one constraint, whereas points which fulfill all constraints are colored blue. Points where one of the primal calculations failed to converge are not displayed. observed, that the resulting Pareto front is nearly located on a straight line which means that for the chosen set of constraints, both objectives contradict each other. It can be seen, that the gradient based optimization produces a much higher rate of designs which satisfy all constraints and lie on the front of non-dominated members. However some members of the gradient-free optimization would still improve the Pareto front of the gradient based optimization. This may be due to the larger scattering of points due to the larger number of evaluations that could be performed in the gradient-free case. A good measure for judging the progress of multi-objective optimizations is the cumulative volume gain. The cumulative volume gain is calculated by adding in each step all members' volume gains, where the volume gain is calculated as in Equation 6 from simulation results. This measure is therefore suited to gauge the success of the predictions from the optimizer. In Figure 10 we see the evolution of the cumulative volume gain over the course of the three optimization The gradient-free, the fully gradient-enhanced and the partially gradient-enhanced from calculating gradients only in one of ten design evaluations. First of all, it can be observed, that the curves corresponding to gradient-enhanced optimizations feature a much higher slope and therefore show that both gradientenhanced optimizations lead to more improvement per evaluation than the gradient-free optimization. One can observe various plateaus in each curve which stem from evaluations that either violate a constraint or turned out not to lie on the Pareto front. Both phenomena are caused by the prediction error of the meta-models. Both gradient-enhanced optimizations are comparable in slope, from which we can conclude, that evaluating gradients only for every tenth member delivers sufficient information. Further research into good decision criteria on where to calculate gradient information seems promising. It can be observed, that the partly gradient-enhanced optimization sometimes even advances faster than the fully gradient-enhanced optimization -however this could very well be an artifact from the stochastic optimization on the metamodels. Owing to this stochastic nature of the optimization measurements of the time saving through the adjoint method must be repeatedly performed under controlled circumstances and will be therefore left to another publication. However, it can be stated that in case of the fully gradient-enhanced optimization, all performance gains are absorbed by the additional effort for the adjoint evaluations. However the partially gradient-enhanced optimization offers a performance improvement over the gradient-free optimization. The optimization result is depicted in Fig. 11 as a comparison of all construction profiles between the baseline geometry and the most efficient member from the gradient-enhanced optimization.
An aerodynamic comparison of the working lines for both configurations is displayed in Fig. 12 . From the working line (Fig. 12a) it can be seen that the optimized geometry is at the upper limit of the mass flow rate in the ADP and at the lower limits of mass flow rate and total pressure ratio in the NSP. This is another indication, that efficiency gains in the ADP (can be seen in Fig. 12b ) are partly reached through at the expense of worsening the stall margin criterion. Note that the optimized geometry seems to feature a longer operating line. However this cannot be determined from the plots due to the large offset between the calculated operating points at the stall margin. 
IV. Conclusion
The main objective of this paper is to demonstrate that the adjoint method is suited to improve the design of turbomachinery components in a realistic scenario. We show how practical necessities influence the choice of methods. To maintain the consistency to a constantly changing primal solver we use reverse mode algorithmic differentiation with subsequent performance improvements. We base the optimization on gradient-enhanced meta-modelling in order to achieve robustness against failure in the evaluation chain. The processes are described, assuming that non-adjoined tools are involved. We show that the surface-and mesh-generation tools can be included by finite differencing and finite element calculations without adjoints using a meta-modelling with finer sampling. The results show, that the gradients significantly improve the predictions for objective function and for the constraints. This leads to a steeper increase of volume gain as well as a higher rate of members that satisfy the constraints as well as a denser Pareto front. Results from the analysis of the evolution of the prediction indicate, that it is more efficient to calculate gradients only at selected sample points. Research into schemes for choosing where to calculate gradient information may offer significant improvement over the methods described here.
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